




Instructions
In the Forest Dragon Farmer you’ll take the role of a farmer 
trying to eke out an honest existence in the lands of the Forest 
Dragon. There are a variety of fields to cultivate: a ruined castle 
garden from the olden days, barren fields of stony soil, and 
rolling hills in the shadow of the Forest.

You can also grow a variety of seeds: nutty Birchbark Rashers, 
peppery Rusty Radishes or delicious Savoury Tubers.

Along the way your farm may face any number of Setbacks - 
roaming monsters, neighbours in need of assistance, angry rats or 
just the changing seasons. 

You will not be without help though! You can enlist the help 
of accommodating Barn Elves, Faithful Monkey Dogs, or a 
Roaming Crop Expert. And if luck is truly with you, there’s a 
chance to take special actions that will help your farm to flourish!



Set Up
Shuffle the cards very thoroughly!

Deal out 3 face up cards for the Market.

For 2 to 3 players, deal out three rows of five cards face-down 
(totalling 15) for the Forest. 

For 4 to 5 players, deal out four rows of five cards face-down 
(totalling 20) for the Forest.

Deal 1 card to each player as their starting card. Keep the cards in 
your Farm face up so everyone can see them. If your starting card 
is a Setback don’t panic! You can trade it for something else in the 
Market.

Put all the other cards to one side as the Draw Deck. 

You’ll need space for a Discard Pile.

Over the course of the game you will collect cards in front of you. 
The area you keep them in is called your Farm. 
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Aim
Simple game: to be the first to harvest 3 Crops.
Advanced game: be the farmer who has the most points when the 
game ends. 

Crops
A Crop consists of one Field card, one Seeds card and one 
Helper card, each showing one of the same symbol. In the 
game you’ll try to collect sets of 3 cards which all show the same 
symbol, and then harvest them as a Crop. Optionally you may also 
include a Bonus Card with your Crop provided it matches the 
common symbol.

Symbols
Each Field, Seeds and Helper card have symbols shown at the 
bottom: there are sun, cloud, plant, flower and rain symbols. 
Some cards have more than one symbol. This means they can be 
matched with more cards. 



Making a match
You must choose a single symbol that’s shown on all 3 cards to 
make a Crop. For example a Field card with a flower, a Seeds card 
with a flower, and a Helper card with a flower.

Remember every crop needs a Field card, a Seeds card, and a 
Helper card. You can’t harvest 3 seeds or 2 fields and 1 helper!

Play!
Chose which player will go first. Usually the youngest player needs 
to go first, but if you are of equal age, then the person who last 
harvested a Crop goes first.

On your turn you may take just ONE of the following 
actions, unless a Special Event card tells you otherwise:

Take One Action
On your go you may: 

Forage - draw cards from the Forest
Trade - swap a card with the Market
Harvest - gather a Crop
Use a Special Event - follow the 
instructions on the card



Forage: Draw cards, one at a time, from the Forest. Follow the 
instructions on each card you turn over. You can keep drawing 
cards from the Forest until you decide to stop and end you go, or 
you have your go ended by a Setback card, or the Forest runs out 
of cards.
 
If you forage a Setback Card it may take cards from your Farm to 
the Discard Pile. The Setback Card also goes to the Discard Pile. 

You decide which cards are taken by a Setback, unless the card 
says otherwise. A setback will take as many cards as it can up to 
the number listed on the card.

OR
Trade: Swap one card from your Farm with one from the Market. 
You can even trade Setback cards from the Market into your 
Farm. They don’t have any effect when traded, but you might want 
to keep them and then trade them for something else later.

If the Market ever has 6 cards 
in it, the whole Market is 

immediately moved to the 
bottom of the Draw Deck 
and a Market of 3 fresh 

cards is drawn from the top 
of the Draw Deck.



OR
Harvest a Crop: Once a player has a set of Field, Seeds and 
Helper cards showing the same symbol they may use their action 
on their go to harvest them as a Crop.

Each harvested Crop should be kept, face-down, in its own pile so 
everyone can see how many you have.

There is no need to arrange your Field, Seeds and Helper cards in 
any set order on your farm until the moment they are harvested. 
So you can move your cards around in your farm however you like, 
keeping your options open until you harvest a Crop. 

Harvested Crops cannot be affected by Setbacks. 

The first player to reach three Crops is the winner in the Basic 
Game, or it signals the final round of the Advanced game. See 
“Winning” below for more detail.



OR
Use a Special Event card by following the text on the card. 
Some Special Event cards let you take another action. 

 
It is important to note that “the start of your go” always means the 
start of your go, and not the start of a new action. So some Special 
Event cards can only be played once per turn, at the very start of 
your go as the first thing you do. 
 



Then at the end of your go:
After you have taken your action(s): Take one card from the Draw 
Deck, secretly look at it, and then place facedown, into the Forest.
 
Then add one more card to the Forest for every Crop you have 
harvested this game. Do not look at these extra cards.

This signals the end of your go. The next player then takes their 
turn.
 
If the Draw Deck ever runs out of cards, immediately shuffle the 
Discard Pile and use it as the Draw Deck.

Winning
Basic Game: Whoever is the first to harvest three Crops is the 
winner. Ignore the points values on the cards. All that matters is 
your three Crops! It’s a race to three!

Advanced Game: Once one player has harvested three Crops 
everyone else takes another turn, and then the game ends. Total 
the points on harvested Crop cards. All other cards on your Farm 
are ignored. Whoever scored the most points is the winner!
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